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Central Dance Association Names New Officers
Bates, Carlisle, And
Evatt Get Top Posts
C. L. Bates, architecture junior of Charlotte, North .Carolina, has been named president of the Central Dance Association to succeed W. S. Brown, textile manufacturing senior
of Spartanburg.
Vice president of the C. D. A.
is Stan Carlisle, a textile engineering junior of Spartanburg. He succeeds Vance Gandy of Florence.

CHARLEY BATES
President

STAN CARLISLE
Vice-President

ALTON EVATT
Secretary-Treasurer

»

BUD COLEMAN
Placing

JACK CLAPP
Decorations

MATT MOORE
Floor

Lions Convention Be
Held Here June 3-5

K. R. Holton cf Clemson, general chairman of the annual convention of the Lion Clubs of
South Carolina to be held here
June 3, 4, 5, has announced the
general committees for the convention.
Mr. Holton also announced that many meetings, reports, appointments and addresses
are scheduled fo rthe three-day
meet.
The highlight of the convention will be an address by Clifford D. Pierce of Memphis,
Tenn., past International president at the banquet at 7:30 p.
FRED BARTLETT
m. June 4.
Publicity
The District Governors' Ball
will be immediately afterwards in
the college field house with music
furnished by a sextette from Newberry College.
District Governors will be elected for each of the three districts
Tuesday at noon.
•*%fc. Edwin A. Briggs, chairman
Present district governors are
of the "Piedmont section of the Henry D. Wofford, Smith HarriAmerican Association of Textile son, and Lloyd T. Duncan:
Chemists and Colorists has recently announced that Professor
Joseph Lindsay has been elected
a member of the National Council of the association.
Graduating seniors may pick
This council consists of the Na- up caps and gowns and invitational officers of the A. A. T. C. tions in room 5 of the YMCA
C. together with councilors elect- from 6 to 8:30 p. m. Friday
ed from each of the sections of night and all day Saturday.
the association. The council has
The Senior Council reminds
full control of the affairs of the
associations and must meet at all seniors of their obligation to
stated periods to set up polices pay $2.50 class assessment to
and programs for the association. the college treasurer. Payment
for total damage would amount
Professor Lindsay is head of to $2.79 per senior.
the Textile Chemistry and Dying
Department of the Clemson TexAll seniors are required to
tile School and has been a mem- pay fines on books borrowed
ber of the above association over from the Library before grada long period of years.
uation.

Lindsay Is Textile
Council Member

Notices

Few Draft Exemptions
For College Students
Selective Service officials disclosed today that only about
500,000 students will escape military service under the new
scholastic deferment program. This is 200,000 fewer than
were exempted in the past

By Their Words
"You boys can sleep if you want
to, but I'll ream you on the final."
"Speedy" Stewart
"Every time I'm so mean it
makes me so happy."
"Frog" Ware
"By definition."
"Foggy" Edwards
"Huh?"
"Burrhead" Burtner
"I've seen better heads on beer."
"Postmaster Springleberg"
"What they call mutton, we call
lamb. Actually it's just. sheep
meat."
"Beantown" Cronta

Officials figures there are
about one million draft eligible men in college. Thus, they
apparently plan to defer about
half of these and call up the
others.
A spokesman for draft director
Major General Lewis B. Hershey
revealed the figures as thousands
of college men flocked to local
draft boards to apply for the new
deferment test. The first examination will be held next Saturday. Three others will Be held
during June and July.
He also said that continued low
draft calls might throw selective
service figuring out of kilter but
that monthly draft quotas are a
factor which cannot be determin-

Dr. Poole Lauds
Textile Industry
"Dreams of a fine textile school
at Clemson have come true," President R. F. Poole said recently.
Reporting to a South Carolina
cotton manufacturers' association
convention at Sea Iseland, Ga., on
the textile school that opened in
1938, he added, "It is significant
that there still are not enough
graduates to meet present demands." He complimented the
Sirrine Foundation, through which
the textile industry has poured
hundreds of thousands of dollars
into the school, on its work.
"Through the foundation's
efforts the textile faculty can be
classed as the best in the country. It is composed of scholars,
scientists, and practical teachers and research workers in
physics and agriculture.
"Members of the faculty have
been greatly benefited by the
visits to different industrial plants
where they gained new insight
into the workings and products
of the textile industry. This
has been stimulating far beyond
our hopes and expectations and
has brought to the faculty new
vision of the importance of textiles.
"The college is spending $50,000 for building partitions, installing flourescent lights
throughout the building, painting the building inside and out,
and installing the machinery.
"It is expected that when the
members of the Sirrine Foundation come to the college for their
meeting this fall the school will
be the best equippel textile school
in the world and the faculty will
know how to use it."

Fogle Named Head
Of Horticulture Club

The secretary-treasurer of the
organization will be Alton Evatt.
He is a textile manufacturing
senior of Easley. Former secretary-treasurer was Reid Horton
of Spartanburg.
Matt Moore, horticulture junior
of Charleston succeeds Bernie
Graham of Erie, Pa., as floor
chairman.
Placing chairman to succeed
Stan Converse of Spartanburg is
Bud Coleman. Coleman is a civil
engineering junior of Greenwood.

Dates Are Announced
For Summer Session

Brown Named
President Of
Blue Key Here

On Monday evening, May 21,
the Clemson Blue Key chapter
elected William S. Brown, textile
manufacturing senior of Spartanburg, president. David Burley,
chemical engineering junior of
Clemson was elected vice-president.
Recording secretary and treasurer of the organization is Hassell A. Simpson, arts and sciences
junior of Gray Court. W. C. Denson, mechanical engineering junior of Orlando, Florida, was
Jack Clapp, architecture jun- named corresponding secretary.
Alumni secretary of the fraior of St. Petersburg, Florida is
the decorations chairman. He ternity is Jack Mooneyham, textile manufacturing senior of West
replaces Les McMillan of Spar- Columbia.
tanburg.
Ray Bell was named editor of
the Blue Key directory. AssociPublicity chairman is Fred Bart- ate editors are D. C. Barbot and
lett. He is a textile manufactur- D. H. Burley.
ing junior of Spartanburg and succeeds Jack Cribb, also of Spartanburg.
The Central Dance Association
sponsors all dances on the Clemson campus. They have been reThe Clemson Little Theater
sponsible this year for the acqui- held its final meeting of the year
sition of such leading dance or- on May 17.
chestras as those of Gene Krupa,
The following persons were
Charlie BarneiS, Bobby Byrne, and elected at the meeting as officers
Charlie Spivak.
for next semester: Pete McGinty,
president: Bob Ware, vice-president; Nita Gates, secretary; Jim
Spangenberg, business manager;
A. C. Livingston, publicity manager; Mrs. Polly Lowery, chairman
town membership; Alan Cannon,
chairman student membership;
The horticulture department at Clif Norris, properties manager;
Clemson College will hold a spe- Joe Young, set designer. J. P.
cial course in ornamental horti- Winter was elected faculty adculture in room 110, Long Hall, visor.
for three weeks beginning MonThe new executive committee
day, May 21.
met Monday night, May 21, at
Classes will be held from 9 the home of Professor Gates to
to 11 a. m. and a four-hour labo- plan the club's activities for next
ratory period beginning at 1 p. rru year, to discuss the membership
is slated daily. George R. Briggs, drive for next September, and to
instructor, made the announce- study possible plays to be given
next year. The Little Theater
ment.
The course is especially designed plans to give three full length
for teachers and garden club en- plays this coming year.
thusiasts, Mr. Briggs said, and
the lectures and discussions will
be practical ones built around
{he needs of such students.
Among the discussion topics
are: propagation of shrubs and
Mrs. Rosa Calhoun Evans died
plants and identification, description of shrubs and plants, use of suddenly in West Union at the
native plants, planning the home home of her daughter, Mrs. W. C.
grounds, planning church and Hutchinson. Mrs. Evans, widow
schol grounds, maintaining beau- of Samuel W. Evans, former
tiful grounds, the rose garden, the Clemson ollege treasurer, sufferyear-round flower garden, lawn ed a heart attack.
Daughter of the late John F.
making, insect and disease control, fertilizers and plant nutri- and Rebecca Nobel Calhoun, she
ents, soil acidity preferences and was born in Abbeville County but
any other topics that are request- spent most of her life here in
Clemson. Mrs. Evans was a faithed by the group.
Questions and answer sessions ful and devoted member of the
will be held on important topics. Fort Hill Presbyterian Church.

Lowell Clark retires as assistant
business manager of the TIGER
with this issue. He has done
an outstanding job this year.

Is Co-Aulhor Of
Chemistry Text

A special course in cotton classing is set from June 11 to July
6. Instruction in this course is
given by a licensed government
specialist in cotton grading and
marketing. The textile school
here is attempting to bring to
Clemson prominent cotton buyers
and government official;, for short
lectures while the course is in
progress.
Inquiries about admission to
the graduate school should be addressed to the director of admissions of Clemson. The graduate
school provides opportunities for
comprehensive training in special
fields, to instruct the student in
methods of independent investigation and to foster the spirit of
scholarship and research. Additional information will be found
in the graduate school bulletin
and will be furnished by the registrar's office upon request.

Graduate Gets

Student Congress

Mrs. S. W. Evans

Pentagon Post

Convenes Aug. 20

Dies Suddenly

Col. James W. Clark, USAF,
who received his B. S. degree
from Clemson in 1935, will leave
Anchorage, Alaska, next month
to assume his new position in the
Pentagon, Washington, D. C. The
colonel will be assigned to the
office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff, Comptroller, Headquarters,
United States Air Force. He has
been Secretary of the Joint Staff,
Alaskan Command, since his arrival in August, 1949.
His wife and two children, who
are in Alaska, will accompany
the colonel to Washington.

College students from all over
the United States will gather at
the University of Minnesota this
summer to determine the role of
the student in the world community.
The National Student Congress
is sponsored by the United States
National
Student
Association
(NSA), which represents over
800,00 college and university students. About 1,000 official student representatives of American
Colleges and Universities are expected to attend the 10' day conference August 20-29.
The main subjects under consideration will be student government, higher education in the
national emergency, and international affairs.
Such problems as honor systems, college athletics and student health, the college press,
orientation programs, and relief
drives will also be discussed.

Names Officers

Gardening Classes
In Session Here

Fertilizer Meet Held
At Experiment Stations

The American Society of HortiThe keynote of the tour was
cultural Science of Clemson held
expressed by Dr. R. F. Poole,
its final meeting on the night of
May 22 in the YMCA club room. president, Clemson College, in
The following men were elected an address during the noon
at the meeting to hold office hour when he pointed out the
during the fall semester:
wisdom of learning; more about
M. S. Fogle of Orangejjurg, the finer points of agriculture,
president; J. D. Neighbors of especially as to what fertilizers,
Beaufort, vice-president; J. P. Ful- along with good farming pracmer of Clemson, Seretary; M. S. tices, do to plants.
Moore, treasurer; R. J. DonaldOther speakers at a short midson, Jr., of Mount Pleasant, reporter. Professor T. L. Senn of day program at the Coast Station
Clemson was elected as the were Dr. Russel Coleman, WashS'AwoUar advisor.
ington, president of the National

A session for school teachers
will be from June 12 to July 21.
English, education, agriculture,
history, horticulaure, industrial
arts, and music courses will be
offered during this period. A
six weeks program in directed
teaching Is scheduled to open
July 23. Five courses dealing
with elementary schooling, industrial subjects, agricultural
education, and high school subjects will be given. This session will close August 31.

Dr. Carroll W. Griffin, a graduate of Clemson, is co-author of a
new chemistry text. He has collobrated with Dr. Mary Alys
Plunkett of Vassar College in
writing Inorganic Semimicro Qualitative Analysis.
The book is a presentation of
the principles and techniques of
qualitative analysis. It is divided
into two parts, theory and analysis, which give both the background and the procedures necessary for a complete understanding of the subject.
Dr. Griffin, now professor of
chemistry at Vassar College, has
made extensive studies of the absorption of gases on solids, extraction processes and the distribution law, in addition to his work
in qualitative analysis.
The book is published by The
Blakiston Company of Philadelphia. The list price is $4.75.

Little Theater

About two hundred an seventyfive representatives of the fertilizer
industry, agricultural workers,
and others interested in crop and
livestock production in this state
attended the one-day tour of the
Clemson Truck and Coast Experiment Station near Charleston and
Summerville, on May 16. The
group studied experiments affecting truck crops, beef cattle, and
pasture improvement under coastal area conditions.

Registration for the regular
nine weeks summer school session
at Clemson will be on June 11,
Mr. G. E. Metz, registrar, has announced.
June 12 will be used for the
registration of old students while
new students will register on June
11. Classes will begin on Wednesday, June 13, with the only
holiday during the session being
July 4.
Several other special sessions
are also scheduled for the summer here, according to-Mt. Metz.
From May 21 to June 9 a three
hour course will be offered in
horticulture.
A trade school session will be
held here from June 12 to June
30. Methods of trade teaching
and job analysis and ourse construction will be taught.

Fertilizer Association; J. T. Lazar,
Florence, district agent, Clemson
Extension Service; Dr. H. P.
Cooper, director of the South Carolina Experiment Station; and E.
D. Kyzer, superintendent of the
Coast Station.
Dr. Coleman urged a further
development of the grasslandlivestock program in the state
to help provide meat for the nation; Mr. Lazar pointed to progress being made in the state
by team work of educational
workers, fertilizer industry, and
farmers; Dr. Cooper stressed
the need for a consistent heavy
fertilizer program for pastures,
especially emphasizing the need
for potash for coastal soils; and
Mr. Kyzer told of the work in
progress at the station.
During the morning the group
toured the Truck Station where
Dr. W. C. Barnes, station superintendent, and his staff explained
the experiments in breeding, fertilization and insect and disease
control designed to increase

yields, quality and truck disease
resistance of such crops as tomatoes, beans, potatoes, watermelons,
and other crops. The tour also
included a visit to the USDA
southern regional vegetable laboratory where work in developing
vegetable varieties for use in
thirteen Southern States was observed.

T.C.Mann Named
Cadet Of Week

Cadet Captain Thomas C. Mann,
pre-medicine senior of Greenville, has been named cadet of the
week by the Commandant's Office.
Mann was honored, according
to Colonel F. E. Cookson, for "his
leadership ability in commanding
the best drilled company." He is
commander of Company B-l,
The best drilled platoon was
selected from Mann's company.
Mann is a member of the Senior Platoon and is a Distinguished
Military Student.

Studenf-s Can Get
Marine Commission
An opportunity to gain Marine
Corps Reserve Officer commissions is available to college graduates, and undergraduates who
wish to remain in college, who act
promptly, according to Capt. M.
E. McNeil, Marine Corps Procurement Officer.
Captain McNeil will be at Furman University, Greenville, S. C,
on May 28-31, for the purpose of
enrolling applicants in two Marine officer training programs.
Undergraduates desiring to work
toward a Marine Reserve commission while remaining in college
may do so by enrolling in the Platoon Leaders Class and training in
the summer.
Seniors and graduates may enroll in the ten-week Officer Candidate Course being held this
summer.
The captain urged interested
persons to contact him at the college during the above dates and
emphasized that they would increase their prospects of being selected before the deadline if they
would bring the following items
with them at the time they apply:
1.) Three letters of recommendations; 2.) A photostatic copy of
birth certificate under seal of office of issue; 3.) Evidence of Honorable Discharge from last armed
service duty (if a veteran); 4.)
Two photographs, passport size,
2 1-2x2 1-2 unretouched, 1 profile
and 1 full face; 5.) A letter from
the college now attending certifying regular enrollment and
scholastic standing in class; 6.)
Proff of graduation if a graduate.

These Is Them

At the coast station the group
saw tests showing the effects of
proper planting, fertilization,
and management of pastures,
and also the possibility of improved beef cattle production
through' cross breeding Angus,
Hereford, and Brahman breeds.
B. D. Cloaninger, head of the
Clemson Fertilizer Inspection and
analysis department, was assisted
in arranging and conducting the
tour by members of the staffs of
stations visited, the Clemson Extension Service, and the fertilizer
industry. Among the group were
representatives pf practically all
fertilizer companies doing business in the state.

Oscars Billy Brown and Jim Cushman
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September Brought Football

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

—

We Had A Sharp Basketball Team

Thursday, May 24, 1951

There Were Concerts,

We Played,
Visitors,

And Baseball Team,
A

And Won/

Danced For Pleasure,

And Got Trophies.
And Exhibits.

While Some Of Us Worked.

Some Got Individual Awards.

We Built New Buildings, and

lad a Lot Of Fun,

Page S
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lptayTayern Opened.

And Beautiful Women On Campus,

Photos on these pages by TIGER staff photographers, Henry Chaplin,
Jack Trimmier, and Johnny Nowell.

There Was Spring Inspection,

It All Led to Mother's Day
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College
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South'sMost Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
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Make The Best Of Summer
Most of us laugh when we are constantly reminded that DON'T GET ME WRONG BUT ...
we are the "leaders of tomorrow." But the time has come
when we must seriously consider the responsibility which
is ours.
The way in which we spend our summer vacations may
go a long way in determining how our lives will be molded.
Each of us has his own decision to make as to whether we
will spend the next three months in a worthwhile way or
whether we will simply loaf and waste the time away.

Exams Aren't Hard If You've
Got The Scoop; School Over
By Stan Kohn

EXAMS HERE TO STAY
We are all aware of the seriousness of the world situaThere's no getting aroud it, exams are here
tion, but we must remember that we are in a large part re- to stay. The only thing left for us is to
sponsible for the future. Individually we seem relatively make the most of it. I thought that a lot
unimportant, but collectively we must not shirk our duties. of you guys will really be getting some
Many of us will attend summer school because we feel rough exams, so I've decided to give out
that our "days are numbered." Some of us will be making some scoop on some of the questions you
up failed work. Regardless of our reasons for continuing - can expect from professors up here.
These sample questions are the type asked
our schooling through the summer, we should do our best
by college professors of poor, unloved colso that our time and money might not be wasted.
lege students:
A number of us will attend ROTC summer camps. Here
we will gain invaluable experience and training in preparing ENGLISH
1 "The night was warm and mellow,
for the protection of our country and its ideals.
The stars were mystically profound,
Some of us will be employed and will reach a more defiHer dress was silk and yellow ■
nite decision about our life work. While service in the
Except for the breeze, no sound."
Armed Forces seems inevitable, we must never forget that
Analyze the above verse, being sure to
many years lie ahead of us and we should prepare ourselves answer the following questions: What is
to make a contribution to society.
the poet trying to do? What mood does he
However we decide to spend the summer, we should set wish to capture? What is the meaning of
a goal to keep ever before us. Our goal could well be to "mystically profound?" Why use silk instead of cotton or rayon? What is the signikeep informed on world situations, to take advantage of evficance of the breeze?
Why is there no
ery opportunity to increase our knowledge, and to live each
sound? What is the relationship between
day to the fullest with Christian ideals as our standards.
"was" in line 1 and "was" in line 3?

Time To Make Plans

2. When Lady Macbeth says, "Out, damned spot," why does she want the dog to
leave?
3. In the story we read,' what was the
author's purpose in making" ^Francisco's
mother a woman? Why wasn't his father
also a woman? Explain fully.

As summer draws nigh, most students are looking forward to vacations, to summer jobs, to ROTC camps, and
others to summer school. But a few days remain before
most of us return to our homes. However, much work
should and will be done before we leave. A majority of
SOCIOLOGY
our time will be spent in preparation for exams.
1. Domestic difficulties can best be settled
This will not require all our time though. The final by the use of: 1) a lawyer; 2) a trained mardays of school offer a perfect period for each campus organ- riage counselor; c) a meat cleaver.
2. Gumplowicz-Czyczak is: 1) a famous
ization to plan its next year's program. Since most of us
sociologist;
2) an expert on heredity; 3) a
will not be together again for three months, it would be to
form of social maladjustment.
our advantage to plan and look ahead to the coming school
3. What is the difference between circular
year.
reactions? 1) yes; 2) September 21; 3) mayMany students may be tired of school and studying, but be.
several hours of planning this spring might save days and ECONOMICS
months of organization next fall. Most clubs have elected
1. A veteran with $1000 in terminal leave
officers for next year, but these officers, by meeting and and back pay is faced with the problem of
working together now, can plan projects for next fall so
that they might greet the new freshmen and returning students with a well organized program come September.

distributing his expenditures so as to get the
most satisfaction from the funds he has
available. He should: 1) allocate a certain
percentage of his fund to the satisfaction of
certain wants; 2) make the ratios of prices
of things bought equal to the ratios of their
marginal utilities; 3) marry a girl who is
workink and go to school under the G. I.
Bill. Explain.
2. Discuss the "multiplier principle" as
related to 1) levels of production; 2) capital
investment; 3) rabbits.
Sure do hope you guys do better than the
profs expect you to.
SUMMER HERE, SO ARE GIRLS
Being that I'm an expert on the subject
of college women, and you characters will
be running loose among all amounts of females this summer, I thought I'd better warn
you what to do. Get yourself a good pair of track shoes.
Then report to Rock for a few laps around
the track. Women use all sorts of traps
to catch unwary men, so you'd better be
prepared to run for your lives or Clemson
will have a larger percentage of married
men than ever before.
With the summer months approaching,
gals will be flocking to the beaches in all
sorts of clothes. They'll wear low necks,
backless, and strapless ensembles. Remember, gentjemen, keep your dignity—and run.
SCHOOL IS OVER
I know that you know that school is just
about over. But I want to impress upon all
of you that SCHOOL IS OVER. For three
months I can rest without listening to the
fog horn of some first sergeant roar up and
down the hall. I won't have to put up with
slamming doors, formations, uniform regulations, books, homework, quizzes, and everything else that goes to make up Clemson.
But chances are I'll miss this old place. It
has gotten to be a home to me. But the summer is here; in a few more days I won't be.
Hooray!
press his (oscar's) sympathy to
those disappointed few at the
Blue Key election Monday night.
He (oscar) was surprised.
OSCAR SAYS

Our clubs and organizations are extra-curricular activities, but they are part of our college life. They belong to
us as students, and it is our responsibility to take an interest
in their projects and programs.
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By Johnny Nowell
As once again the time comes to
bring all things for the school
year to a close I would like to
take this opportunity to wish everyone the best of luck on exams.
Also I hope you all have a very
enjoyable summer vacation.
The Department of Internal
Revenue received a typed income
tax return from a bachelor who
listed one dependent son. The examiner returned the blank with a
penciled notation: "This must be
a stenographic error."
The blank came back promptly
with the notation: "You're telling
me!"
Fun Fare

that he (oscar) thinks Blue
Key men are broad minded. They
had to be.
OSCAR SAYS

that I, MY, and ME Fanning
has played a successful Magruder
in this 1950-51 stage presentation
of campus politicos.
OSCAR SAYS

that I OBJECT Cash is going to

that he (oscar) has two exams the sun. Maybe he ain't got the ***£ Sow fcfSftE
Heaven protects the working gird. Friday and that he (oscar) hopes chance of a one-legged man
nails if he doesn't stop exposing
the "barbers" will take note.
But Heaven, I fear, is shirking
3SCAR SAYShis natural Yankee arrogance.
-OSCAR SAYSFor who protects, I'd like to know,
that Jake Clanton ain't read
OaCAR SAYS
that after all, free publicity is any parallel all semester,
The fellow she is working.
that to have good orchard tohard
to
get.
Spectrum
OSCAR SAYS
day—plant trees ten years ago.
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) could have The same is true with friends,
it is rumored that "Chimney
There are just three types of sitter" "Graham wasn't satisfied ruined Cribb,
S. R. and J. A.
OSCAR SAY!
women: the beautiful, the intelli- last week. How is it up there
OSCAR SAYS
that only at Clemson and in
that Bartlett still has that "love
gent, and the majority.
"Muscles?"
glow" in his eyes from Jr.-Sr. Hollywood could you find people
San Francisco Foghorn
-OSCAR SAYSthat he (oscar) wonders why weekend. Converse isn't a bad getting away with OSCARS. Or
will we get away?
If every boy in the U. S. could Lawrence (I'm still bucking) place after all, eh Fred?
OSCAR SAYS
'
OSCAR SAYS
read every girl's mind, the gaso- Fleming busts some and not
that if at any time the truth or
that he (oscar) hopes Harry
others.
line consumption would drop off
Merritt will land a job that will any part thereof was told in this
-OSCAR SAYSfifty per cent.
that "Six" (I can't stand the afford him (Merritt) cigarette .column it was mostly accidental
Gamecock
_ _
...
_
.. _
\ and
3
-:i:» 1« intentional;
{-n+n-fi-firiT'ial*
tllSt
positively
noise) Tobin is just a "has been." money,
those
names
mentioned
belong
to
that "Chippers" will be around
„My boy doesn,t smoke> drink
that Bobbie E. wins his (oscar's) good sports, he hopes
a little bit longer.
or swear."
"confidence" award.
"'"I'.V"—7
-OSCAR SAVSO,CAR SAY*
that Profs. Bell and Lewis
that "Skinny" Scott kas layed
"Does he make all his own
that he (oscar) wants to ex- aren't as good shots as they think
by the buzzards and hatched by
dresses, too?"
A

A

LAST TIME THIS YEAR
take notice.
This being the last issue of the TIGER, we .
A FEW EVENTS
will close up shop and take a rest until next
Anyone reading this column would think
year.
that nothing but gripes came out of it. If
For the past two semesters, this column
there are those of such an opinion, let's
has come out with gripes, statements, comchange it by patting Clemson on the back
pliments and an assortment of other odds
for awhile.
and ends. Perhaps some of them haven't
Most significant of all was the football
been too bad; maybe some of them will acteam.
If you want to get an idea of sports,
complish something.
look in "Trailing the Tiger", there's a reHowever, there's no rest for the weary,
view. What these boys did, besides win(readers or writer.) Next year we'll open
ning
games was letting a few individuals
up again with a new effort.
know
exactly where Clemson is located.
Briefly, what is existing at the present
The
dances
at Clemson this year were gentime that should be looked into before
erally
above
board. • I think the last one
the next year begins:
featuring Charlie Spivak was one of the best
(1) Reveille and breakfast should be
dances I've ever attended, anywhere! The
combined into one formation to give the
students really exemplified themselves as
cadets another thirty minutes sleep.
Clemson's "Country Gentlemen" to make it
(2)..Veteran cadets should be given more
all
the more enjoyable.
privileges,
The
Mother's Day program was colorful
(3) Tht student loan fund should go
and
drew
a large crowd of spectators to witthrough with a bang.
ness the sights.
(4) Ipoay should get on the ball and
The concerts were far better than some 31
show more of the out-of-town football
years
in the past. The Oscar Levant pro* Vf
games.
gram
probably drew more people to the
(5) There should be a closer communField
House
than any other concert ever has".
ion between the administration, faculty,
The
campus
is taking on a new look. In*
and student body.
stead of a bald-topped hill across from Bdw^
There are many other things that could man Field, there's a modern eight-story he*
be enumerated, but who likes to sit down and tel. This adds grace and dignity - to the
read a list of possibilities? Maybe next year campus as well as filling a great need.
will see some of the more important ones
The Agricultural Engineering Department
fulfilled.
now meets with the students in their new
home. This building is now coming into its
GOOD LUCK ON THESE FINALS
Everywhere you go, everywhere you look, own "with the green, terraced lawn surand everywhere you think, the troops have rounding a modern building.
Everyone driving toward Calhoun's old
one thing in mind, final examinations.
residence
notices a new building with "School
As usual, I'm caught iii that well known
of
Chemistry"
shining on the side in bright
position; however, there's one consolation—
metallic
letters.
I haven't been inside this
I'm not in the boat by myself. I always
house
of
knowledge
yet, but they say the
sayy that next time it will be different, but
seats
in
the
lecture
room
make it hard to
the next time never comes.
go to sleep while sitting in them.
All in all, some will graduate, some will
No one can make even a brief visit to
make honors, some will just pass. -Others
the campus without seeing some phase of
will politely quit; (and get drafted) while
military.
Recently, the higher "brass"
a few select Individuals will remain at home
from the Third Army came down to give
for a semester due to passing just a few
the troops the once over.
I don't know
credits. That's the way it goes. Everyone
what kind of rating they gave Clemson,
can't be a hero. It's just as impossible to
but I'll bet my boots it's as good as any
retain every freshman- here until he gradother school's of the same type.
uates. It seems that people aren't interestThere you have a few of the highlights of
d in the ones who don't make the grade; they the past school year. This isn't the best
want the "cream of the crop."
place in the world; neither is it the worst.
An old proverb has it that a word to the The only goal we can take at the present
wise is sufficient—all you borderline cases time is to make it a BETTER CLEMSON.

Platter Chatter
By "T. K." Vassy
Now we know why Charlie Spivak is known as the sweetest
trumpeter in the world. Yes, the
troops did hear some mellow horn
last Friday and Saturday nights.
To those who went, you are
lucky. To those who did not go,
you missed a real cool ball.
Charlie played a dance, not a
concert, as some of the orchestras
in the past have done. Another
thing that the troops seemed to
like was the fact that he does not
make himself obnoxious with his
own playing. The only time
Charlie ever blows is when the
tune needs that little pick-up that
only a trumpet can give a number.
Everyone who talked to Spivak was completely carried
away by his personality. In
fact, every member of the outfit was a personality-plus man.
None of the boys was ever too
busy or in too much of a hurry
to give this reporter any information he wanted. This alone
is enough to distinguish Spivak
from any other band that has
ever played Clemson.
Now for the music. The piano
man, and this is the first piano
man we have ever been able to
hear, was Doug Talbert. Doug,
whom you've probably heard
with either Bob Chester or Chris
Cross, says he enjoys playing
with Spivak more than any other
orchestra he has ever been with.
Bobby Rickey, the man on the
drums, was great on the slow
beat, and the same on the jumps.
Bobby was with Vaughn Monroe
for four years. The man blowing
the cool trombone was Buddy
Yannno, who is billed as "The
Gentleman from New Jersey".
Buddy got his start with Spivak.
Another trombone man with a
they are. It seems that their
wives took them down a few
notches.
OSCAR SAYS—

that with this column he says
Goodbye to the CLEMSON TIGER,
to Clemson's only coeds and his
(oscar's) first love—the cows, and
to his (oscar's) few remaining
locks of head gear,
-OSCAR SAYS

that his (oscar's) greatest kicks
out of writing this column came
from fooling the TAPS boys.
They had you all wrong, Teddie.

great future is Wayne Andre, who
at 18 was probably one of the
youngest guys at the dances.
Don't get the idea that these were
the only greats in the outfit. We
don't have enough space to mention every one in the group.
The vocalists, Tommy Lynn
and Pat Collins, were both terrific. Pat has had a good bit of
experience in the music world, in
spite of her youth. She used to
sing with a vocal group known
as the "Girlfriends". Spivak
signed her when she was playing a supper club up East.
Tommy, believe it or not, does
not sound like Eckstlne. He does
have a little of the Bill Farrell
sound, but it is natural and not
copied. Here again in both of
these kids, we find that overflowing personality.
Sunday morning the band left
for Montgomery, Alabama, to
play a date at Maxwell Field.
They were traveling via Flying
Eagle Bus Lines, who seem to
carry all the name bands. Lou
L'fontaine, the bus driver, said
that Charlie was one of the finest
outfits he had ever been on the
road with.
Charlie plans to get back into
New York this Sunday and get
ready for a recording date Monday. Neither beg nor bribe could
persuade him to give out with
the numbers he plans to wax.
Enough of one good thing. Let's
get down to some more good
things. Mercury seems to be the
top wax house this week. They
have released some killers that
should be in every collection.
Right on top is a Charlie Parker
disc of Relaxing With Lee backed
by Leap Frog. On the Relaxing
side, Charlie is re-united with
Diz Gillespie, supported by Thelonius Monk on Piano, Buddy
Rich on drums and Curly Russell
on bass. The Frog side, which is
by far the better, finds Diz and
Bird in some brilliant chases,
with Rich's superb explosion
drumming.
Another cool one from Mercury
is Illinois Jacquet's etching of
Pastel coupled with AU of Me.
The pastel side has some almost
Errol Garner piano by someone,
and the number itself limits Illinois. All Of Me gives Jacquet a
little more room, and he takes advantage by building all the way.

Fine bonus beat.
The third Mercury release for
the week is "Bright Blues" and
"But Beautiful" by Flip Phillips
and Ork. On' the Bines number, Flip solos while the boys in
the ensemble cook up a happy
little storm. "Beautiful" is itiP!
lesser of the two, and has 'jo
Jones on drums, Ray BroTvn on~
Bass, and Mickey C?i"ae on 88,
This disk is not up i© par'for'Flip.
-From Discovery Records we,
have a Red Norvo platter os
September Song and Zing-'Went
the Strings Of My Heart. , Both
are very interesting. If you are
interested in the Modern sound^
these offer a tremendous eharictO Study it.
J
•;>?
Heard an oldie by Charlie Ve,nif
tura today. It is I'm Forever
Blowing Bubbles backed by Bab*
Baby, All The Time. Jackie Cai,
and Roy Krai have a ball on th*
Bubbles side on the vocals, wilS
some cool licks supplied by Ventura. The Baby thing is nothing
to shout about.
The top ten Shome tunes
the week are: Mockin' Bird Hi
How High the Moon; On Top (<*?'.
Old Smoky; If; Sparrow Kn-tJCLy,
Treetop; Would I Love You! J
My Love; Too Young; I Apolo'g
Aba Daba Honeymoon. He*?' shnook can you get?
A few after thoughts. Doug.
Talbert, Spivak's 88 man, says *
that he thinks Shearing's style is
"great.. . very pleasing to everjfday listeners as well as to the .
trained ear of a musician." Spivak
says "my wife and I listen Tib
George all the time and he is
one of our top favorites."
Charlie has a very high opinion of Kenton, also. He says
that "someday the people will
realize that Kenton's music
represents the classics of our
day. I think that the only reason Stan goes out on a dance
tour is because of the fact that
he can't go into a grocers
store and tell the man 1 an)
Stan Kenton, a representative
of Modern Music. Please give
me $20 worth of grocefteat'^
Thank You, Charlie, for giving
such credit to such a great
musician. Thanks again for
two wonderful dances and a :
week-end of terrific music.

>l
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lemson Loses To Duke Devils In Playoffs
Griffith Wins Over West Virginia;
Davis Blanks Tigers 5-0 In Rain

Billy Delk Cops State Golf Meet:
Clemson's Billy Delk won the
South Carolina Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament which was held
at the Spartanburg Country Club
last week. Delk finished one up
on Citadel's Charles Smith in the
20 hole finals.*

Clemson's baseball Tigers won their first game in the
Southern Conference play-offs last week-end at Greensboro,
North Carolina, by defeating West Virginia 6-2, only to be
blanked by Duke 5-0 in their next/game.

By Harold Owen
IT'S BEEN A GREAT YEAR
Yes, it's been a great year in the sports's world at Tigertown. It's been one of those years that .the coaches, players,
students, and Tiger supporters can look back over and be
deservingly proud, as well as being a sports writer's dream.
J.t is hard to support a losing team, but we think that we
can truthfully say that this year's squads have been the
students' teams and not the coaches'.
The Tiger football contingent finished the season undefeated and then copped off the year's activity by defeating
Miami in the Orange Bowl, 15-14.
The baseball squad under the guidance of Coach
Walter Cox went through the season with only two Conference losses, captured the Southern division of the
Southern Conference, and then turned down an invitation to represent this section in the National playoffs in
Omaha.
Coach McFadden's basketeers ended a successful season
[by gaining a berth in the Southern Conference basketball
[tournament for the first time in a half a decade.
The Bengal thinclads paced by the great Bob Hudson
galloped to victory in the state track meet.
Clemson's number one golfer, Bjlly Delk, captured the
"state link meet for the second year in succession.
The tennis team started the season in a great way only
to falter a little when the squad was beseiged with eligibility rulings and other difficulties. And last but not
least, the Bengal bathing suit boys won the state swim* ming title.
As we reminisce over the annum's happenings we
remember . . . Clemson's overwhelming win over Missouri
'which convincingly showed the Tigers' power ... the Tigers'
fighting comeback down in Columbia to tie the Gamecocks
in the State Fair contest. . . Billy Hair's running and passing
finesse that paved the way for the Tiger victory in Miami on
' -New Year's Day ... the amazing accuracy of John Snee's
overhead shots . . . Doug Haugk's matchless jump shots . . .
the mighty crack of the bat in the hands of either fense bust1
ers Hendley, Culberson, or Mathews ... the once in a life' time sight of Bob Hudson breaking the tape in the 100-yard
dash . . . and the almost unerring form of Claire Draper
blasting an opponent on the tennis courts.
MATHEWS WINS BATTING CROWN
Ragin' Ray Mathews finished the season with a mighty
.401 average which includes the playoff games in Greensboro
last week to win the Tiger team batting crown. Ray col' lected 42 hits, high for the team, in 106 trips to the plate, and
scored 32 runs.
^
Dick Hendley captured second place by belting the
oval at a .358 clip. Gene Aughtry was third man with a
.324 average. Knobby Knoebel, the Tiger flychaser,
|f
rounded out the top four with an average of .314.
Bill Ford was the top hurler with four wins and no
; ^sses.
Xlndividual averages are listed below:
, Player
A
Mathews i_106
Hendley J
103
Aughtry
Knoebel
Crouch
' ^uibsrsbn _.
Simpson
McKay
sHair
laker i
nines' -i
. Kea

_

t
1

ft
L

—-

'

— —

vans
■—
Hicks . _ —
Ford
—
Griffith
Dempsey
Pitching records:
L layer
Ford
Hughes
Baker
Griffith
Hicks
Kea
Dempsey

Howard To Instruct
At Florida Coaches
Clinic August 6-10
*"Coach Frank Howard of Clemsoii has been announced as one
& the instructors of the fourth
annual Florida High Schools
Coaches clinics which is to be
held in Miami August 6-10. Ray
Elliot or Illinois is also one of the
instructors of the clinic.
Secretary of the coaches, L. L.

S9
878
102
- - - -5
14
86
-----46
18
5

1°
1?
-7
- —22
-20
2
W
-4
!
4
4
3

«—

2

0

R
32
22
3
26
32
35
22
1
19
10
3
3
0
9
2
3
1
3
0
L
0
0
1
2
2
2
0

H
42
39
3
32
28
32
29
4
24
12
4
1
2
10
3
1
2
2
0

Pet
.401
.358
.333
.324
.322
.314
.306
.285
.279
.252
.222
.200
.200
.184
.176
.167
.091
.100
.000

Pet. Games
8
1,000
8
1,000
10
.800
8
.667
8
.600
6
.500
2
.000

McLucan, announced that the rest
of the staff will be composed of
Athletic Director and Football
Coach Bob Woodruff from the
University of Florida. His assistant is to be Hobe Hooser. The
new basketball coach is to be
John Mauer.
Miami Head Coach Andy Gustafson and Assistants Hart Morris and Eddie Dunn are also to be
among the coaches attending the
clinic.

In . the first game, played on
Friday night, the Bengals hit a—Simpson
safely only five times, but five b—Morrow
free passes and three Mointaineer
errors helped Clemson to a 6-2
Totals
31 0 4
win.
a—Walked for Kea in 7th.
Tiger hurler, Nig Griffith b—Batted for Baker in 9th.
went the distance, limiting
West Virginia to six hits, strig- DUKE
AB R H
ing out five and walking the
4
same number, fie was support- Bergerson, 2b
4
ed by a flawless Tiger defense Johnson, rf
4
which completed two twin kill- Powers, 3b
Groat, ss
3
ings.
2
Roby Crouch started off the Werber, lb
Robinson, cf
2
Tiger first inning attack with a
2
smashing double. Two walks, a Grace, cf
_ 3
passed ball, and a single by Hend- Carroll, If .._
Bensinger,
c
. 3
ley contributed to the two runs.
.. 4
Davis, p ...
The Tigers cinched the game in
the second with two additional
31
Totals
■
tallies. These were made possi- Clemson .
ono ono onoble by two more walks, an error, Duke —
000 000 23xand a single by Crouch.
West Virginia scored its first West Virginia
AB R H
run in the fourth with a double Morton, 3b
.400
by Bonato, followed by succes- Bonato, cf
4 2
. . ._
sive singles by Wallace and Stry- Wallace, 2b
4 0
;
cula.
—
3 0
Strycula, lb
Clemson matched that run in Purcello. rf
3 0
1_
the bottom of the fourth without Coooer, If ....
3 0
getting a hit as a hit batsman, Wellington, c
4 0
.
en error, and a wild pitch ac- Stanley, ss
:
3 0
counted for the lone run.
0
Creegan, p — .
Ken Culberson homered over a—Halliwell
1 0
the left field fence off Leposky, Leposky, p — .
1 0 0
who came in in the fifth, for the b—Shura
0 0 0
Tiger's final run.
The Mountaineers scored their
31 2 6
Totals
last run in the eighth as Bonato
singled and scored on a double a—Grounded out for Creegan in
by Wallace.
the 5th.
In the second game, played in b—Walked for Leposky in 9th.
a misty rain on Saturday night,
Duke eliminated the Tigers from CLEMSON
AB R H
2
further tourney play by blanking Crouch, lb
4 1
0
3 0
them 5-0.
Aughtry, 2b _
0
4 1
Duke's brilliant pitcher, Bob Knoebel, If —
1
3 0
Davis, who was selected the tour- Mathews, cf _
1
4 0
ney's most valuable player, limit- Hendley, c
1
4 1
ed the Tigers to four hits and be- Culberson, ss _
0
3 0
_
came the first pitcher to shut Hair, rf
0
3 2
McKay, 3b __ .
them out this season.
- __ _ 3 1 0
Clemson's starter Hootie Kea Griffith, p
was charged with the loss.
31 6 5
Totals
Roger Baker pitched the last
two innings for Clemson. Kea
000 100 010- -2
struck out seven and walked West Virginia
220 110 OOx- -6
five, while Baker fanned three Clemson
and issued only two free tickets.
Clemson bobbled four chances in
the field, and although they loaded the bases in the second and
the seventh innings, they failed
to score against a stubborn Duke
defense, which played an errorless game.
Ray Matnews, Tiger outfielder,
Duke scored enough runs to
win the game in the sixth by vir- Dick Hendley, catcher, and Ken
tue of Carroll's homer with one Culberson, shortstop, were selecton. But in the next frame, three ed on the All-Star baseball team
more runs crossed the plate on of the southern division of the
two singles, a walk, four errors, Southern Conference in a poll of
a stolen base, and a fielder's the Conference Sports Writers Aschoice.
sociation.
Other conference all-stars were
CLEMSON
ABRH
Crouch, lb
. _ 4 0 0 Gary Coleman, pitcher, Wake
Aughthy, 2b
3 0 0 Forest; John Fuscoe, outfielder,
Knoebel, If
_4 0 0 N. C. State; Dick Groat, shortstop,
Mathews, cf
2 0 0 Duke; Chalmers Port, pitcher,
Hendley, c
4 0 1 North Carolina; John Senter,
Culberson, ss
4 0 1 third base, North Carolina; and
Hair, rf _
4 0 1 Bill Werber, first base, Duke.
Furman, The Citadel, and the
McKay, 3b
3 0 1
Kea, p
2 0 0 University of South Carolina
Baker, p
ti 0 0 failed to place a member.

Mattaws- C"lber$on,
Hendley SeM«! As
Conference ill-Stirs

Delk advanced to the finals
by beating: Jackie Cobb of The
Citadel as the Clemson star shot
a 5 under par while Cobb finished with a four under par.
Smith came through the semifinals with a 4 and 3 victory over
his Citadel teammate, W. H. Picard. Smith closed out the match
on the 15th with an eight under
par. Pickard held a four under.

Winners of the annual Blue Key trophies as most valuable athletes in their respective sports are Ray Mathews, baseball; John
Snee, basketball; and Bob Hudson, track.

John Rees of Clemson was
Many a student walks into a
A kindergarten teacher smiled medalist in the qualifyingquiz with the knowledge in the I pleasantly at a gentleman oppo- rounds, but was unable to parpalm of his hand.
site her on the trolley car. He did ticipate in match play as he had
Kentucky Kernel not respond. Realizing her error, to return to school.
she said aloud, "Oh, please exThe Citadel took the team
He held up a glass in one hand cuse me. I mistook you for the
championship during the three
and a bottle in the other, and father of two of my children."
day tournament. Wofford took
said to his girl friend: "Say
the Little Four honors.
when."
"Oh," she said, "right after this
CLASS IFI ED
drink.'
Spectrum LOST—Girl's black pocketbook,
vicinity of Field House or Clemson House. Keep money and return to Chalker, Room 715, Clemson House.

SHOP and SAVE

ALL NEW
EVERSHARP-SCHICK

SOUTHERN
PEN SHOP

RAZOR KIT

GREETING CARDS
122 N. Main

Two Stores for Your Convenience
2fi S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands
Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoes—
Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST
WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

CAMERA SHOP

finest vacation ever.

"The Country Gentlemen's
Jeweler"

CLEMSON JEWELERS

The annual all-star basketball
game will be played Aug. 9. The
football game is to be played
Aug. 10.

118022

Fri.-Sat., May 25-26

"Rawhide"
with Tyrone Power and
Susan Hayward
Told with a blazing 44, a
burning kiss .. and a stinging lash!
LATE SHOW—SAT. 10:45

Gallant-Belk

Mon.-Tues., May 28-29
GO FOR BROKE
Means

Company

"Shoot the
Works!"

'O 'S 'uosjapuy

with Van Johnson and
heroes of the 44nd Regimental Combat Team . '
Wed.-Thurs., May 30-31

"Payment On
Demand"

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

with Bette Davis
FrL-Sat., June 1-2

MAYFAlW GRILL

Clemson Soda Shop
and Bus Station

Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

"Al Jennings of
Oklahoma"
with Dan Duryea

UPPER
.CLASSMEN
ONLY
"stfl"-

WCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN MY OTHER CIGARETTE!
Fine tobacco--and only fine tobacco—can
give you a better-tasting cigarette. And
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So, for the best-tasting cigarette you
ever smoked, Be Happy—Go Lucky! How
about startitf with a carton—today?

IS/MFT-lifcty Strike
Means Fine Totaeco
a

and Sophomores, we wish you the

CLEMSON
TH EAT RE

• ••or•• •

"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
ANDERSON
S. C.

v**^
«%?*»*

* £%

a^

r

Towle, Reed and Barton
B
Sterling.
Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
ANDERSON
SENECA

"Blue Grass of
Kentucky"

FANT'S

tfoWi

To the future Seniors, Juniors

McLees Bros.,
Jewelers

Greenville

STEWART MERRITT CO.
,

This was definitely the best
tournament held in the past five
years as nothing but sub-par golf
was played during the entire seim*
finals and finals.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

y
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Bob Hudson Stars In Southern Mee
Though the University of Maryland won the Southern Conference outdoor track meet held last
Saturday with 67.93 points, Bob
Hudson, the only Tiger to qualify,
was the second individual high
scorer in the meet with 11 points.
Hudson placed third in the
discus, fourth in the shot, third
in the 100-yard dash, third in
the 220-yard dash. Maryland's
Morty Cohen was high scorer
with 13 points.
Point totals: North Carolina,
52.85; Duke 44.93; West Virginia
27.43; Virginia Tech, 13.43; Clemson 11, North Carolina State 7;
and VMI .43. Other entries from
Davidson, Richmond, and William
and Mary failed to place.
SUMMARY:
One mile — Creamer (Maryland), Marshall (Duke), Byrd
(UNC), Weber (W. Va.), Beasley
(W. Va.). Time: 4.27.51.
440 yard dash — Shores (W.
Va.)
Johnson
(VPI),
Tate
(Duke), Grigham (UNC), Mamrick (UNC). Time: 49.1.
Shot put — Unterkefler (Maryland), Hunt (W. Va.) AugsberNewly elected Blue Key officers are: seated, David Burley, vice-president; Bill Brown, president;
ber (Maryland), HUDSON,
Frank Burtner, faculty adviser. Standing, Jack Mooneyhan, alumni secretary; Bill Denson, cor(CLEMSON), Lawrence (Duke).
responding secretary; Ray Bell, Directory editor; and Hassell Simpson, recording secretary and
By Bobby Mixon
treasurer.
Time: 47'5 3-8".
When Dick Hendley was selectJavelin — Cochran (VPI), Ward
(Maryland),
Cornell
(UNC), ed on the All-Southern ConferWorkman (W. Va.), Cox (Duke). ence baseball team last week, it
177' 2 1-4".
was only another in a long string
Broad jump — Cohen (Mary- of honors and awards bestowed
land), Scott (UMC), Browning upon the hustling Tiger catcher.
(Maryland),
Nichols
(Duke),
Dick, who is five feet, eleven
Reeves (Duke). 23'.
inches tall and weighs 200 pounds,
100 yard dash — Scott (UNC),
Field (Duke), HUDSON, (CLEM- was born in Greenville, South
SON),
Willis (UNC),
Sykes Carolina, in 1926. He attended
A rocket that could go to the
(Duke) 9.9. .
Greenville High School and parMoon and other planets was
120 yard high hurdles — Fitz- ticipated in three sports—baskettermed a "marginal possibility"
gibbens (UNC), Cohen (Mary- ball, baseball, and football. In all
land), Reeves (Duke), White
here this evening by a General
of these major snorts he was
(UNC), Moore (N. C. St.). 14.8.
Electric scientist.
880 yard dash—Buehler (Mary- chosen captain of his team.
Speaking before the New
land), Meier (Maryland), Fucher
The Greenville High football
York Section of the American
(Maryland), Mottley (VPI), Ben- team won the State Championship
Chemical Society, Anthony J.
nett (UNCJ. 1:57.0. and Dick was elected captain of
Nerad of the G-E Research Lab220 yard dash — Field (Duke),
the South Carolina All-Star Team,
oratory said that the greatest
Scott (UNC), HUDSON, (CLEMfactor in making such exSON), Demess (Maryland), Cum- which is chosen annually to optremely long distance rocket
pose a similarly elected team of
mings (UNC). 21.9.
flight possible, with fuels now
Two
mile
—
Garrison
(N.
C.
North Carolina high school stars
available, would be a rocket
State), Creamer (Maryland), We- in Charlotte.
built in stages. Mr. Nerad, who
ber (W. Va.), Beasley (W. Va.),
He served one year in the
is Assistant Manager of the
Burkhalter (UNC). 9.46.1.
laboratory's chemistry division,
Army
and played both baseball
220 yard low hurdles—Reeves
said there would be several secand basketball while he was in
(Duke),
Cohen
(Maryland),
Tate
tions, which would drop off
(Duke), Lehr (W. Va.), Fitzgib- the Service.
one by one after fuel is used.
bons (UNC). :24.
Dick came to Clemson in 1946
However, the scientist -warned,
Mile relay — UNC, W. Va., and, at first, was assigned the
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Named To All-Southern Team

Dick Hendley

Rocket Trip To Hoosi
Set For Near Future

Ray Mai-hews
By Harold Owen
Ragin' Ray Mathews, one of the
greatest all-round athletes at
Clemson, will finish a magnificient
four year athletic record this year
which was recently copped off
by his winning the Blue Key
trophy for the most valuable baseball player.
Ray was born in McKeesport,
Pa., and attended the McKeesport schools. He was a four letter
man in high school, playing football, baseball, basketball, and
soccer. He played fullback in
football, guard in basketball, outfield in baseball, and outside right
in soccer.
In high school he was president of the senior class, won the
Western, Pa., interscholastic
athletic league award and set
the high scoring record at McKeesport at 120 points.
This six foot, 190 pounder entered Clemson in 1947. He played
football, was all-state in baseball,
and was president of the freshman
class in his first year here.
He has been all-Southern for
three, years in a row and all-state
four years. This year he finished
the season with the highest batting
average, a torrid .406, and lead
the club in RBI's.
In football he was co-captain
of the team this year. In his soph
year he was high scorer in the
Southern Conference. Ray was a
valuable man in football. "Old
Reliable" as he was called by
Coach Howard, can run and throw
and is extremely fast, being a 10
second man.
Ray claims Ms most exciting
day in baseball was against
Furman last year when he hit
three homers in succession, two
being grand slams.
This year's baseball team, Ray
says, is the best squad he has ever
played on and the boys on it are
tops.
He is majoring In Dairying and
will graduate in August. After
graduation Ray is contemplating
on going into either pro football
or baseball. The Pittsburg Steelers have offered him a contract in
football and the Pittsburg Pirates
have offered him one in baseball.
0—A preacher out in the country was admiring a farmer's fine
hogs. The preacher said: "Those
hogs are in fine condition". "You
are right," said the farmer. "If all
of us was as fit to die as them
hogs are now, there wouldn't be
a thing for you to preach about."

Ford Award Film
Made Available

By Carroll Moore
One of the finest shortstops
ever to wear the orange and purple is this year's Ken Culebrson.
Charles Kenneth Culberson who
hails from Rome, Georgia, has
successfully held down the short
stop position for the past four
years for the Tigers. Ken stands
5'8" and weighs 165 pounds. He
will finish his textile manufacturing course in February of. next
year.
Ken finished Darlington Prep
school where he w|s a two letter
sports man. He played shortstop
on the Darlington prep school
baseball team for two years. His
senior year, the Darlington te.Tn
won the mid-south championshio.
Ken had an offer to enter faro
baseball with the Boston Braves
upon graduation, but was called
into service. During his pren
school days, he also played three
years of basketball.
Ken entered the navy in January of 1943, where he served for
four years. He was stationed on
a destroyer, Which received presidential citation. His destroyer
division also received the unit
citation for action around the island of Okinawa.
Ken entered Clemson in September of 1947. Here he gained his athletic recognition. He
captioned the Tiger baseball
team his sophomore year. During his junior year at Clemson.
Ken made all-state and the
Southern conference play-off
te^m. This year, Ken made
all-state, all Southern Conference in the southern division,
and was captain of the Tigers.
Besides being one of the best
defensive players of this year's
Clemson's southern division champion team, Ken finished the season with a .306 batting average.
Ken states that this year's
team was the finest group of
boys he ever had the privilege
of playing with. He also considered this year's baseball team
as the best in the past four
years.
Ken considered the biggest thrill
during his baseball career was
his sophomore year, when he hit
three homers, in two days against
the University of South Carolina.
Upon graduation, Ken plans to
go to work with the Burlington
Textile Plant in Rome, Georgia.

"Well my little man, and do
you have a fairy godfather?'
•JAMESKAI HSIOI AUIUUIT
"No, but I've an uncle we're a
little suspicious of."

A United States Air Force
ficer, representing the Air Weathl
er Service, will visit Clemson ColJ
lege to meet with Class of '51
members of the AFROTC unit to
discuss military meteoroloy as
i career, it was announced toda>
I by Brigadier General W. C. Sen"^
<er, Chief, Air Weather Service.
The exact date of the arrival
of the representative of the Air^
Weather Service will be announced
by the Clemson PAS&T.
The Air Weather Service rep
resentative, who has been selected for this assignment by reason
of special qualifications, will outline the many opDortuniti°c beino'
offered to qualified AFROTC
graduates in the field of military
meteorology. These graduates are
being permitted to volunteer and
to attend a one year course in?
meteorology, at government expense, to qualify them for .assignments as weather officers
with the U. S. Air Force During
this-course, the AFROTC "tadn- i
ates will serve in their commissioned rank and will receive fv'i
pay and allowances.
TJnon comileiion of t' — o-- *
ye?r meteorology course. ivl-s«Sh
will be conducted at any ^ne rt'f
seven ms.ior co'leges and universities, the officer will be ?ssi?red to a regular Air Weaker Service unit and will be~in
his cfr-eer as a U. S. Air Ff>*ce
Webber officer. During his
?°''ve duty tour, the reserve
officer will be given an ooportiinity to obtain a regular
Air Force commission.
Schools scheduled to provide
this training include the following: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; New York Universitv;
University of California, Los Angeles; University of Chicago; University of Washington; Pennsyl- vania State College; and Florida *
State University.

THANKS
We wish to thank the following merchants for their
support in the contest recently held by the Flying
Tigers Model Airplane Contest:
Klutz Steak House
Ballentine Super Market
Pat's
Bodifords
Western Auto Store
Community Grocery Store
Modern Electric Shoe Shop
Ritz Shoe Shop
Clemson Soda Shop and
Bus Station

Clemson men are always
welcome at

Davenport's
One of the
South's leading
clothiers for
college men.

DAVENPORTS
207 N. Main St.
Greenville

Patronize

Civil Service

Announces Exams

Ken Culberson

Air Weather Service
{ Representative Visirf
Air ROTC Cadets H< 1

SAM'S LUNCH
Clemson Students Always Welcome
GREENVILLE, S. C.

When In Anderson Stop at

DO-NUT DINETTE
N. Main St,

Owned and Operated by Larry Stanley
Former Clemson Man
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

BEER ON CURB
Open Until 2 A. M.
For Hiking, ^""^ggff
Golfing or Loafing.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Try Our
Steaks
Seafood
Chicken
Short Orders
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

f/A

Arrow
"GABANARO"
Washable
Gabardine
Sports Shirts

ONLY '
., .,
5.V5

Here's one sports shirt you'll "
need for fall I It's Arrow's fine
washable gabardine with smart
saddle stitching on collar and
pockets. Several handsome solid
colors. Come in today for this
outstanding sports shirt value
by America's outstanding shirt
maker I

G. H.
ANDERSON. S. C.

